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Framing the Debate: Broadband
Questions on Patterns of Use &

Deployment
■ What is broadband and how is it used?

■ How should we measure progress and success?

■ What’s the goal and how is consumer demand
created?

■ What tools/solutions are available to government?

■ What dangers need to be avoided?
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Broad Themes
■ Broadband access availability, not adoption

■ Business solutions to meet market challenges, not
government intervention

■ Governments have a role, but it could be costly

■ Multiple platforms to ensure competition and
avoidance of monopoly regulation

■ Favoring the force of the computer revolution over
the power of the regulatory model
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What Is Broadband?

■ A digital architecture...

■ Capable of carrying IP or other multi-layered
protocols...

■ That has an "always on" functionality...

■ That is capable of scaling to greater capacity and
functionality as uses evolve and bandwidth hungry
applications emerge...
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How Should We Measure
Broadband and Success?

■ Availability of the service, not adoption rates.

■ Availability because questions remain as to what
applications (new or existing) consumers will
value, and to what degree they will be willing to
subscribe.

■ Adoption rates drive government responses.

■ A developing market needs the cues provided
by consumer free choice.
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Do we have a problem that needs
a solution, or are we arguing for
an industrial policy?

■ Make clear what role is being planned for
government. The FCC will be looking for clear
market failures, being careful to distinguish
between a true market failure, and what is simply a
hard or challenging market.
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What are the tools and solutions
available to government?

■ Directly paying for build-out, by subsidizing
consumers or providers.

■ Indirectly paying, by offering tax incentives to
either consumers or providers.

■ The Government can aggregate demand and
provide new applications.

■ Removing legal/regulatory barriers.
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State and Rural Activities
■ Overall, little state regulation of advanced services

currently.
◆ When regulation occurs, PUCs tend to focus on social

goals such as promoting competition, service quality, or
universal service.

◆ If price regulation, generally applied only to incumbent
carriers with no singling out of individual services.

■ A number of States are actively promoting deployment
of advanced services, esp. in rural areas.  Three
examples:

◆  Arizona (government as anchor tenant)
◆  Massachusetts (demand aggregation)
◆  Washington (business case)
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State and Rural Activities-
continued

■ Federal programs also promote deployment of advanced
telecommunications throughout the country.  For example:

◆ Commerce Department’s Technology Opportunities
Program (TOP) provides matching grants to non-profits,
including state and local governments, for demonstration
projects in underserved areas. In FY 2001, one–sixth of
grants were for broadband “demos”; one-half of all grants
went to rural applicants.

◆ FCC’s Education Rate (“E-Rate”) universal service program
provides discounts of 20- 90% (including special reduction
for rural areas) for potentially any telecommunications
(including broadband) services sought by eligible schools
and libraries.
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Removing Legal or
Regulatory Barriers

■ Legal and regulatory restraints can retard
deployment of new services. The government
can look at modifying or relaxing laws and
regulations that impede deployment.

■ Examples include regulations that govern rights
of way, zoning, and building codes.
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Removing Legal or
Regulatory Barriers

■ Regulatory classification of broadband service and the
terms of its regulation is a critical area where government
affects broadband investment.

■ The FCC believes strongly that broadband should exist in
a minimally regulated space. Substantial investment is
required to build these networks; we should limit
regulatory costs and uncertainty.

■ The FCC is determined to vigilantly guard against
regulatory creep of existing models into broadband, in
order to encourage investment.
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Promoting Innovation
■ Very substantial questions remain about

consumer demand for new applications.
Innovation is critical and can be stifled by
constricting regulations.

■ Regulators retain a vital role, which should
be focused on the development of a
minimally regulated broadband regime, and
investigation of demonstrable anti-
competitive practices.
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What Dangers Should We Avoid?
■ Avoid the “One Wire” Problem.
■ Achieve Universal Service, but in a Sound

Economic Manner.

■ Be Cautious not o Embed Inferior Technology.
■ Do Not Misalign Incentives.

■ Avoid Heavy Regulatory Models.
◆ ICAIS
◆ IP Telephony
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Summary
■ It is broadband access availability not adoption

that matters.

■ Business solutions can meet market
challenges, not government intervention.

■ Governments have a role to play, but it could be
costly.

■ Multiple platforms can ensure competition, and
we should avoid monopoly regulation.

■ The force of the computer revolution will
succeed over the power of the monopoly
model.


